SUMMARY OF HISTORICAL INFORMATION SEARCH

Site Location: Property Duluth, MN

Conducted For: Barr Engineering
332 W. Superior St.
Duluth, MN

Date Ordered: 6/20/03
Date Completed: 6/26/03

HIGs Project No. MAD-1605


CITY DIRECTORIES: The city directory collection of HIGs Digital Library™ was searched for street listings of the Site and Adjoining Properties. The library contains Polk’s Duluth City Directories for the years 2001-1930. Copies of listings found for Arthur Avenue (2001-1976), Birch Avenue East, Garfield Avenue, Mill Avenue (2001 Only), Nelson Street (2001-1976), Pine Avenue (2001 Only), Port Terminal Road (2001-1971), and Railroad Street West are enclosed. No listings were found for I-535 or US Highway 53.

HISTORICAL MAPS: Atlases which depict the Site area were found for the years 1987 and 1976. USGS Topographic Maps were obtained for the years 1895, 1953, 1969, 1975, and 1993. Copies of the maps are enclosed.

PLAT MAP: A copy of the plat map(s) for the site area is enclosed.

WELL INFORMATION: HIGs searched the well location map collection and the County Well Index (CWI) at the Minnesota Geological Survey (MGS). Numerous wells were identified as possibly being on the site. Copies of the Well Location Maps for the site area are enclosed (1 Map).